### 1st Floor
1. David Seth Cyfers  "The Epidemic"
2. David Seth Cyfers  "Fake Art 1"
3. Chris Worth  "Untitled"
4. Ann Grimes  "Jester"

### 2nd Floor
5. Ann Grimes  "Tears to Flowers"
6. David Seth Cyfers  "Fake Art 2"
7. Ann Grimes  "At the Train Station"
8. Ann Grimes  "Faith"
9. Chris Worth  "Untitled"
10. Chris Worth  "Untitled"
11. Chris Worth  "Untitled"

### 3rd Floor
12. Lily Jurkis  "Isaiah"
13. Baleigh Epperly  "Finding my Voice"

### Display Case A
15. Chloe Murphy  "Colors of Uncertainty"
16. Brent Thomas  "Everything is Going to be Alright"
17. Brent Thomas  "Tiny Little Fits of Rage"
18. Brent Thomas  "Headspace"

### Display Case B
19. Ashton Webb  "I’m Getting There"
20. J. Deacon Stone  "Untitled"
21. J. Deacon Stone  "Hell’s Gate"
22. J. Deacon Stone  "Untitled"
23. Kerrigan Phelps  "The Pain of Depression"
24. J. Deacon Stone  "Eden’s Gate"

### Display Case C
25. Tiffany Adkins Hopkins  "Mental Illness"
26. Tiffany Adkins Hopkins  "Mental Health Wellness"
27. Dreama Pritt  "Solace"
28. Tyler Bryant  "Suffocating"
29. Tyler Bryant  "Numb"

### Display Case D
30. Kathryn Thompson  "Untitled"
31. Ann Grimes  "Stress Ball"
32. Baleigh Epperly  "Broken Childhood"
33. Rebecca Keith  "Element of Sight"
34. Ann Grimes  "Vestige"

### Display Case E
35. Christina Rodes  "Feels"
36. Christina Rodes  "Just Anthony"
37. Maribea Barnes Marsano  "Appearances are Deceiving"
38. Grace Pritt  "Lost"
39. Whitney Eskew  "Mini–Me with Detachable Holy Spirit"
40. Michelle Alford  "Meltdown"
41. Kelsey Frame  "Peer Pressure"
42. Lily Jurkis  "Devil"
43. Kelsey Frame  "Deadly Beautiful"
44. Chris Worth  "Untitled"
45. Chris Worth  "Untitled"
46. Chris Worth  "Untitled"
47. Melissa McCloud  "Lunch Break"
48. David Seth Cyfers  "Fake Art 3"

---

**Marshall University Libraries Art Exhibition 2019**

Millions of Americans live with mental illness and mental disabilities, yet negative stigmas and fear often leave those most vulnerable and in fear. This year’s exhibition seeks to engage viewers in a discussion of what mental illness and wellness means, and how we can move beyond a place of fear and misinformation, into understanding and community.

Learn more about mental health resources on campus & in our community at: [https://libguides.marshall.edu/mentalhealth](https://libguides.marshall.edu/mentalhealth)
Don’t Call Me Crazy: Resilience through art
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